Jan 18th

,2018

Mr. Richard K. Struckmeyer
Materials Safety Licensing Branch
Divison of Materials Safety, State, Tribal, and Rulemaking Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop: T-8E 18
Washington DC 20555
SUBJECT: NON-PROPRIETARY INFORMATION COPY OF
INFORMATION REGARD ABOUT TOP
SHELF
LED., DBA GROWER’S CHOICE NRC
APPLICATION,REVISON
0
Dear Mr. Struckmeyer:
Attached is a non-proprietary copy of information about our NRC application for Top Shelf
LED, Inc., DBA Grower’s Choice. We have black out the proprietary portions. This is a
non-proprietary copy of our application.
If you have question or concerns regarding this application, please contact CEO,
Leonardo Day,
at 858-381-7234,or at info@growersc.com .

Sincerely,

Leonardo Day
CEO

ITERM 5: RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
Kryptron-85
Physical Form:Gas
Maximum Activity Per Item: 14.7 ur/hr
ITERM 6: PURPSOE FOR WHICH LICENSED MATERIAL WILL USED
As a constituent of the fill gas in electron tubes, called arc tubes, which provide
the light source for high intensity (HID) metal halide lamps. The following are the
imported metal halide lamp and ceramic metal halide lamp types (families) which
contain arc tubes with Kryptron-85 gas we are planning to distribution.
Arc
Tube-Quartz

Arc
Tube-Ceramic
poly crystalline

MH-DE600W

SE600W
SE1000W

MH-DE600W-4
K
MH-DE1000W4K
SE600W-4K
SE1000W-4K

MH-DE600W-6
K
MH-DE1000W6K
SE600W-6K
SE1000W-6K

CMH500W
CMH315W

CMH315W-3K

CMH315W-4K

CMH630W

CMH630W-3K

CHM630W-4K

CMH945W
CMH 1000W

CMH945W-3K
CMH1000W-3K

CMH630W-3K
R

CMH1000W-4K

CMH1000W-3K
R

MH-DE1000W

MH-DE600W-1
0K
MH-DE1000W10K
SE600W-10K
SE1000W-10K

[This chart is for overall dimensions, the minimum and maximum dimensions for each
device below.]
Product Type

Overall Dimension

MH-DE600W
MH-DE1000W
SE600W
SE1000W
CMH500W
CMH315W
CMH630W
CMH945W
CMH1000W

388mm
388mm
320+/-4.0mm
320+/-4.0mm
191.5+/-3.0mm
194.5+/-3.0mm
388+/-3.0mm
392+/-2.0mm
390+/2.0mm

Inside Tube Main
Part
Minimum
Dimension
323.5mm
323.5mm
193mm
197mm
92mm
92mm
330mm
330mm
N/A

Inside tube Main
Part
Maximum
Dimension
326.5mm
326.5mm
187mm
203mm
86mm
86mm
N/A
N/A
N/A

The following pages contain technical information, including drawings,regarding the above
described glow switch, arc tubes and typical lamps and lamp starter containing them.
LABELLING: We wish to use our exempt distribution license number on the immediate
container for customers who receive lamps from us requesting that their name appear on
those containers (commonly called private label packaging). We also wish an exemption
to 10CFR32.15 (d) as they apply to individual tubes or switches provided that each lamp
container is labeled in accordance with 10CFR32.15(d). More detail on this is covered in
the pages showing technical information, reference above.

WAREHOUSE POSSESSION LICENSES
State of California: Pending
ITEM 7: INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBLE FOR RADIATION SAFETY AND THEIR TRAINING
AND EXPERIENCE
The person responsible for the E-Distribution license is Leonardo Day. He is the CEO for
Top Shelf LED,Inc. This individual does not require to have radiation safety training as this
license does not authorize possession of radioactive materials. This license dose require
knowledge of management of radiation safety program and requirement to maintain
licenses in accordance with regulatory statues. The person in his position is ideal for this
type of role.
ITERM 8: TRAINING FOR INDIVIDUAL FREQUENTING RESTRICTED AREA
All of the warehouse staff need to wear requirement safe vest to handling all the
radioactive materials. Handle radioactive materials with special training would be hold by
Leonardo Day,CEO. Employees should not sign in and sign out on the enter form of the
frequenting restricted area.
ITERM 9: FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT
All product distribution will be held at our warehouse which is located in 1500 S Milliken
Ave. Unit B, Ontario, CA 91761. Possession license is pending under State of California
Department of Public Health Radiologic Health Branch.. The warehouse is only distribute
and possess the radioactive materials, we do not have any equipment in the warehouse.

ITERM 10: RADIATION SAFETY PROGRAM: REVISION 0.
[The whole Top Shelf LED,.INC Radiation Protection Program Plan is Proprietary
information]
[ TOP SHELF LED, INC
Radiation Protection Program Plan
December 11, 2017, Revision 1
Material Management and Accountability
Lamp products that contain krypton-85 (Kr-85) are stored in a dedicated
area within TOP SHELF’s warehouse distribution facility located at 1500 S.
Milliken Avenue, Unit B, Ontario California.
Semi-inventory of lamps
containing Kr-85 will be completed, documented, kept on file with the
facility’s RSO and backed up on the company server.
Operating Procedure
All product containers are labeled with “Contains Kr-85” or “Arc Tube
Contains Kr-85”. Broken product will be isolated in a dedicated area of the
facility and disposed of properly. Given the very low activity of Kr-85 stored
and being a chemically inert gas, radioactive waste is not expected to be
generated at the TOP SHELF facility.
Audit Procedures
An audit of the Radiation Protection Program audits will be performed once
per year.
Facility Radiation Safety Officer (RSO)
Leonardo Day is the facility RSO has the duty and responsibility to the
licensee to oversee and ensure safe operations and has the authority to
stop any licensed material activities that are considered unsafe. The RSO
is also responsible to ensure that licensed material activities are conducted
in compliance with all of TOP SHELF’s CDPH license conditions and
applicable regulations.
Reports/Record Keeping
TOP SHELF will conduct routine inventory (at least every six months and
per license condition) of lamp products that contain Kr-85 and prepare
inventory reports every six months to document product quantities and
possession amounts of Kr-85. The inventory reports shall be maintained
for CDPH inspection. TOP SHELF will also prepare annual distribution
reports of Kr-85 product shipped and submit the report to the USNRC the
end of January for the prior year’s shipments.
Training
TOP SHELF’s RSO has completed RSO training conducted by a qualified
instructor and received a training certificate and a radiation safety manual.
Thereafter, TOP SHELF’s RSO will participate in annual RSO refresher
training. The training will be delivered either at the TOP SHELF facility or
via webinar training. The following is the curriculum for the RSO course and
refresher course:
 Introduction
 Basic Physics Review
 Quantities and Units

 How Radiations Interact with matter
 Radiation Sources (Background, Medical, Occupational)
 Kr-85 characteristics/ Lamp Products
 Radiation Exposure and Effects (acute/chronic)
 ALARA Theory (Time, Distance, Shielding)
 Instrumentation/Surveys
 Emergency Response
 Licensing and Regulations (CDPH and NRC), including CDPH notice to
employees
 Radiation Protection Standards/Dose Limits
 Program Audits
 Employer/Management/workers roles and responsibilities
 Role and authority of the RSO
 Communications
 Training
 Recordkeeping
 Question/Answer Period
 EXAM, 70 % passing grade
All facility personnel are given a brief radiation safety awareness training so
they are aware and understand the nature of Kr-85 contained within the
lamp products.
Emergency Response
An emergency involving the radioactive products is highly unlikely to result
in an exposure to facility workers or to members of the public that would
require notifying the RHB-CDPH.
In the event of an emergency involving radioactive materials, such as a fire,
TOP SHELF facility’s safety and evacuation procedures are used to mitigate
risks to workers and minimize damages. In the event of an emergency
involving lamps containing Kr-85, TOP SHELF’s RSO will also consult with
their radiation protection consultant (i.e., TOP SHELF’s certified health
physicist – Jack Buddenbaum at (216) 337-4411) to determine if radiological
response/mitigation measures are necessary and to decide if RHB-CDPH
needs to be notified.
Immediately after ordering the evacuation, the Shift Emergency Coordinator
shall contact 911 Emergency Services as needed. All emergencies are
then reported to the RSO. Their phone numbers have been provided to all
plant leadership.
If releases do occur a dose assessment will be completed to assess if the
event presents an unacceptable radiological risk and to determine if the
event needs to be reported to the RHB-CDPH. Other emergency response
may be implemented if warranted based on the initial radiological
assessment.
If necessary and per the regulations, the TOP SHELF RSO will contact the
agency staff at the RHB-CDPH to notify them concerning the emergency
incident and provide details regarding TOP SHELF’s response actions.
The following contact numbers will be used as appropriate to complete
such notifications:
Top Shelf LED DBA Grower’s Choice after-hours contact number:

858-381-7234
1500. S Milliken Ave. Unit B
Ontario, CA 91761
Contact Information for Radiologic Health Branch – California
Department of Public Health
Licensing Headquarters Mailing Address:
California Department of Public Health
Radiologic Health Branch, MS 7610
Radioactive Materials Licensing Section
PO Box 997414,
Sacramento, CA 95899-7414
Licensing Headquarters Physical Address:
California Department of Public Health
Radiologic Health Branch, MS 7610
Radioactive Materials Licensing Section
1500 Capitol Avenue, Fifth Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814-5006
(UPS, Fed-EX)
Sacramento Headquarters Main Telephone Number:
(916) 327-5106
RHB – BREA / REGION 8 (SOUTH RAM/ICE)
Mail Address: 500 S. Kraemer Blvd, Ste 235, Brea, CA
Main Number: (714) 524-1409
Fax Number: (714) 524-1908

92821

Monitoring/Dosimetry
Based on low Kr-85 activities in lamp products stored on site, monitoring or
dosimetry is not required.
Management of Change
This program document must be revised as required by changes in
operations at the TOP SHELF’s Ontario facility, or changes in the
regulations.
i. “In the event of change of facility address, or request for license termination,
Grower’s Choice commits to following California Code of Regulations, Title 17, § 30256
(j ) and (k) regarding maintaining control of radiological areas during decommissioning
and to maintain the facility under
radiological control until released by the
Radiological Health Branch for unrestricted use.”
ii. “In the event of addition of personnel using radioactive material, the RSO will
submit a license
amendment request with accompanying documentation that will demonstrate
proper training
requirements for staff have been met. Unsupervised staff will not
work with radioactive materials
until added to the license by the Radiologic Health
Branch.”
TOP SHELF Security Measure to Prevent Theft or Loss
TOP SHELF security procedures include limiting access by locking all doors
and requiring a badge security system for entrance into building.
Additionally, there are cameras at the entrances and other select locations.

All personnel that enter and exit the facility are searched by security guards
as well. ]
Date:______

Signed:___________________
Radiation Safety Officer&CEO

ITERM 11: WASTE MANAGEMENT
Normally we do not have any radioactive waster need to be handle. However, our CEO
would be available to assist the warehouse in procuring a method of disposing of broken
or otherwise damaged lamps.

ITEMS CONTAINING KRYPTON-85
ARC TUBE TECHNICAL DATA
MANUFACTURER: Hangzhou Hanguang Illumination Co.,Ltd, China, Huangzhou
CONSTRUCTION: 1.Quartz
2. Ceramic Poly crystalline alumina (PCA)
CONTAINMENT: 1. Sealed quartz bulb
2. Sealed PCA tube
CHEMICAL FORM: Krypton/Argon mixture
RADIOATIVE CONTENT: Krypton-85
MAXIMUM ACTIVITY PER ARC TUBE :
PROTOTYPE TESTS:
Prototype testing to demonstrate that byproduct material is not released to the
environment under the most sever conditions of normal use is not necessary because in
the unlikely event of the breakage of both the lamp and arc tube, the resultant release of
the very small quantity Krypton-85 would quickly dissipate to an air concentration of equal
to background levels.
QUANLITY CONTROL:
1. After manufacture, all quartz arc tubes are tested for electrical function. A quartz arc
tube failing this test is considered a possible leaker and discarded. Each tank of the
Argon-Krypton-85 mixture received from the supplier comes with certification as to the
Krypton-85 concentration. The quantity of Krypton-85 in an arc tube is a function of the
volume of the tube and the specific activity of the gas. These parameters are set at the
factory and strictly monitored during production. Krypton-85 is the only radioactive gas
used at the production facility, eliminating the possible use of any other radioactive
material.
2. Each tank of the Argon-Krypton-85 mixture received from the supplier comes with a
certification as to the Krypton-85 concentration. During manufacture, the mixture is
injected into the arc tubes so a specified pressure. The arc tube production output from
each of three ovens is checked for proper pressure on an ongoing basis. The sampling
rate is 18 arc tubes per every 5,000 manufactured. A destructive test is performed of each
selected arc tube in a sealed chamber and the resultant pressure gradient measured. If
the pressure is not within specification, the production run since the last successful QC
test of the oven in question is withheld from further production and the necessary
adjustments made to the oven, prior to any further production. The machine the
manufacture is using for introduce the gas in and seal the tube is called tube exhaust
machine.
3. All product containers are labeled with “Contains Kr-85” or “Arc Tube Contains Kr-85”.
All defective or broken product will be isolated in a dedicated area of the facility and
disposed of properly. It would be transfer to any other facility or users. Given the very low
activity of Kr-85 stored and being a chemically inert gas, radioactive waste is not expected
to be generated at the TOP SHELF facility.

RADIATION LEVEL:
[The radiation level of our bulbs is 14ur/hr. All lamps readings are equal to background
levels.Top Shelf LED., INC consulting with Plexus Scientific Corporation about all of bulbs
that contain Kr-85. Plexus Scientific Corporation did Kr-85 test on all of our bulbs. They
were using the Specific Gamma-Ray Dose Constant for Kr-85 (i.e.,
0.00156584 uR/hour per uCi at one meter)[1], the estimated exposure
rate at 1 centimeter (assuming no attenuation from intervening product
material; e.g., quartz lamp envelope) for a 0.27 uCi lamp is
calculated to be approximately 0.04 uR/hr. In 2017 Growers' also
performed confirmatory measurements of lighting products that contain
Kr-85. Measurements were collected using a calibrated Ludlum Model
9DP ion chamber.All readings collected at 1 centimeter from the
surfaces of each lamp product containing Kr-85 were indistinguishable
from background. As such, all readings are well below the 1 millirad per hour limit
specified in 10 CFR 30.15(a)(8).]
Detail report in attachment 1.

[Attachment 1 detail report of bulbs test. The report contains six pages,all pages of the
reports is proprietary.]

[Attachment 1 detail report of bulbs test. The report contains six pages,all pages of the
reports is proprietary.]

[Attachment 1 detail report of bulbs test. The report contains six pages,all pages of the
reports is proprietary.]

[Attachment 1 detail report of bulbs test. The report contains five pages,all pages of the
reports is proprietary.]

[Attachment 1 detail report of bulbs test. The report contains six pages,all pages of the
reports is proprietary.]

[Attachment 1 detail report of bulbs test. The report contains six pages,all pages of the
reports is proprietary.]

[Attachment 2. All types of bulbs’ construction drawings. All of the construction drawings
are proprietary information]
[CMH 315W Typical PCA Arc Tube Construction Detail Drawing ]

[CMH 500W Typical PCA Arc Tube Construction Detail Drawing ]

[CMH 630W Typical PCA Arc Tube Construction Detail Drawing ]

[CMH 945W Typical PCA Arc Tube Construction Detail Drawing ]

[CMH Typical PCA Arc Tube 1000W Construction Detail Drawing ]

[MH 600W Quartz Arc Tube Construction Detail Drawing ]

[MH 1000W Quartz Arc Tube Construction Detail Drawing ]

Attachment 3. Package Design

